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www.apreso.com
Anystream's Apreso
Classroom is an automated
lecture capture and Web
publishing system that produces online versions of the
classroom experience for ondemand student review.
Apreso automatically
captures and synchronizes
the instructor's voice with
visual aids being projected
in the classroom. These captures can then be made
available directly within a
course in Blackboard. If
Blackboard is not used, the
lecture can still be made
available via a website.

Apreso—Video Streaming
Key Features
Automated Lecture Capture
Automatic start and
stop operation frees instructors and staff from having to
learn new technologies or
operate complex systems.
Web-based Output
Instructor remarks and
video with in-room computer or laptop and document camera are universally
viewable online and accessed via Blackboard or a
website.

Language Enhancement to
Blackboard
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
Deutsch
Espanol
Francais
Italiano
Nedrlands
Chinese
Japanese

Have you wanted to make content available in one of these languages? Is English not your native
language?
Every user is now able to view
Blackboard in any one of these languages. Courses can be designed to
enforce a specific language.

Content Management
System
Blackboard is updated
automatically and the lecture is available for the instructor to control availability as with other Blackboard
content.
Rooms with Apreso

•
•
•
•

CAS157
MNS 200
GSB 334
Coming Soon,
Portable Apreso!

There is a user’s guide
available at:
sharepoint.rwu.edu.
We encourage suggestions and ideas regarding
services we provide as well
as topics in which you would
be interested.
Please contact any of
the staff of the ATS with your
comments.

See you next month!

Who’s Who at ATS
Shawn Platt, splatt@rwu.edu
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Associate Director of
Academic Technology Services
Scott Lopes, slopes@rwu.edu
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Academic Technology Services Mgr.
Russ Beauchemin,

x3637

rbeauchemin@rwu.edu
Digital Systems Support Tech.
Bonnie Hatch, bhatch@rwu.edu

x3619

Instructional Technologist

Future Topics:
• Advanced Blackboard topics
• Campus Pack
• E-Portfolios
• Classroom control
for computer labs
and classrooms
• Content Manager
• Securexam

Want more information? Contact
Bonnie @ bhatch@rwu.edu.

Reminder: Please be sure to make your Blackboard courses available if you will be having the students
interface with Blackboard. Also, please review Blackboard documentation and other useful materials at
http://sharepoint.rwu.edu.

